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ABSTRACT: This paper is about filtering of noise in the ECG signals which are very useful in the analysis of the
ECG signals. FIR filters are designed using various windowing techniques for removal noise in ECG signals.
Performance of the different windows used for the FIR filter design are compared with the parameters like power
spectral density, average power and signal to noise ratio. The ECG signal is collected from the Physionet Bank ATM.
The analysis of ECG signals is useful for various diagnostic purposes like cardiac arrhythmia and many other heart
related diseases.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a valuable technique that has been in use for over a century, not only for clinic applications
[2]. ECG acquisition from the human skin involves the use of high gain instrumentation amplifiers. In general, ECG
contaminants can be classified into different categories, including power line interference, electrode pop or contact
noise, patient-electrode motion artifacts, electromyographic (EMG) noise, and baseline wandering. Among these
noises, the power line interference and the baseline wandering (BW) are the most significant and can strongly affect
ECG signal analysis. Except for these two noises, other noises may be wideband and usually involve a complex
stochastic process, which also distorts the ECG signal. The power line interference is narrow-band noise centered at
50 Hz or 60 Hz with a bandwidth of less than 1 Hz[2]. These noises have been mixed with ECG signal and nullify
these noises using the LMS and the RLS algorithms[1].
Fig.1 shows the basic ECG waveform with schematic representation of a single cycle of ECG corresponding to one
heart beat[4].
The ECG noises are due to several interferences like electrode contact,motion artifact, baseline drift, instrumentation
noise generated by electronic devices, electrosurgical noise, muscle contraction, muscle contraction

F.g 1 Single cycle ECG signal
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 The Problem
Given
• most biomedical signals are weak signals
• environment is contaminated with many other signals
• “other” signals: interferences, artifacts, “noise”
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• sources of “noise”
– from environment
– from measurement equipment (instrumentation)
– physiological
find:
• signal processing techniques (filters) to remove the various noises

2.2 Effects of Artifacts on ECG Recordings
Abnormal patterns of ECG may be due to pathological states or on occasion they may be due to artifacts. To diagnose
the presence of undesirable artifacts on the ECG trace, a few recordings are illustrated below:
2.2.1 Interference from the Power Line:
Power line interference is easily recognizable since the interfering voltage in the ECG would have a frequency of 50Hz
. This interference may be due to the stray effect of the alternating current on the patient or because of alternating
current fields due to loops in the patient cable. Other causes of interference are loose contacts on the patient cable as
well as dirty electrodes. When the machine or the patient is not properly grounded, power line interference may even
completely obscure the ECG waveform.
2.2.2 Baseline Wandering:
Wandering baseline but otherwise normal ECG trace is usually due to the movement of the patient or electrodes. The
baseline shift can be eliminated by ensuring that the patient lies relaxed and the electrodes are properly attached.
Baseline wander is usually observed immediately after application of the electrodes. It is due to a relatively slow
establishment of electrochemical equilibrium at the electrode-skin interface. This can be minimized by selecting the
proper electrode material, which will reach equilibrium quickly with a good electrode jelly.
2.2.3 Muscle Tremor:
Irregular trembling of the ECG trace, without wandering of the baseline occurs when the patient is not relaxed or is
cold. It is generally found in the case of older patients. Muscle tremor signals are especially bothersome on limb leads
when a patient moves or the muscles are stretched. Therefore, for long-term monitoring, the electrodes are applied on
the chest and not on the limbs. For normal routine ECG recordings, the patient must be advised to get warm and to
relax so that muscle tremor from shivering or tension is eliminated.
III.

DIGITAL FIR FILTER

There are two categories of digital filter: the recursive filter and the non recursive filter. The desired frequency response
specification
Hd( ) corresponding sample response hd(n) is determined using the following relation

Where

3.1Window Function for Experiment:
Algorithm
Where h(n) impulse response of the ideal filter and (n) denotes the window.
3.2 Kaiser Window:
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In this window the side lobe level can be controlled by with respect to the main lobe peak by varying a parameter α.
Kaiser window parameter β affects by side lobe attenuation α db.The width of main lobe can be varied by adjusting the
length of the filter.

3.3 HanningWindow
The coefficient of a Han window is calculated from the following equation.

The width of main lobe is approximately 8π/M and peak of first side lobe is at – 32dB .
3.4 Hamming Window:
The causal Hamming window function are calculated by

The width of main lobe is approximately 8π /M and the peaks of first lobe is at – 43dB.
IV.

PHYSIOBANK

PhysioBank currently contains over 36,000 recordings of annotated, digitized physiologic signals and time series,
organized in over 50 databases (collections of recordings). We can access the datas from PhysioBank ATM . This
allows you to view any of the recordings and annotations in PhysioBank within your web browser. Choose a few
records from several different databases to get a sense of the variety of data available. The PhysioBank ATM is best
suited for a quick overview rather than in-depth study, because it is slower to generate images on the PhysioNet server
than to download the raw data for processing by our own computer.
a. About records:
Each database consists of a set of records (recordings), identified by the record name. In most cases, a record consists
of at least three files, which are named using the record name followed by distinct suffixes (extensions) that indicate
their contents. For example, the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database includes record 100; the three files 100.atr, 100.dat,
and 100.hea together comprise record 100. Almost all records include a binary .dat (signal) file, containing digitized
samples of one or more signals; these files can be very large. The .hea (header) file is a short text file that describes the
signals (including the name or URL of the signal file, storage format, number and type of signals, sampling frequency,
calibration data, digitizer characteristics, record duration and starting time). Most records include one or more binary
annotation files (in the example, .atr denotes an annotation file). Annotation files contain sets of labels (annotations),
each of which describes a feature of one or more signals at a specified time in the record; 100.atr, for example, contains
an annotation for each QRS complex (heart beat) in the recording, indicating its location (time of occurrence) and type
(normal, ventricular ectopic, etc.), as well as other annotations that indicate changes in the predominant cardiac rhythm
and in the signal quality. In other databases, annotations mark other features of the signals.
V.

ADAPTIVE FILTER

In first experiment, MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database data were used as the input: reference annotation (106.atr), data file
(106.dat), and header file (106.hea).The result is shown in Fig.6 . In the second experiment, MIT-BIH Arrhythmia
Database data were used as the input: reference annotation (220.atr), data file (220.dat), and header file (220.hea). The
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result is shown in Fig. 7. In the third experiment, MITBIH Arrhythmia Database data were used as the input:reference
annotation (202.atr), data file (202.dat), and header file (202.hea).The result is shown in Fig.8 and In the fourth
experiment, MITBIH Arrhythmia Database data were used as the input: reference annotation (116.atr), data file
(116.dat), and header file (116.hea).The result is shown in Fig. 8. In all result figures, the first signal is the original
ECG, the second is ECG+noise, and the third signal is adaptive filter result.

Fig2 Noise cancellation using adaptive filters
VI.

SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Fig 3 Original ECG Data Signal and removing with baseline
Hannning
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Fig 5 Power spectral density before filtering and after filtering
TABLE 1 SNR VALUES
Before
filtering
18.46650

After Fitering
Kaiser
-11.6966

Hamming
-11.7249

Hanning
-11.7256

TABLE 2 AVERAGE POWER
Before
filtering
-12.2257

Fig 6 . First experiment, MIT-BIH Arrhythmia,
Data file106.dat
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After filtering
Kaiser
-10.7779

Hamming
-10.7212

Hanning
-10.7211

Fig 7 Second experiment, MIT-BIH Arrhythmia
data file 220.dat
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Fig 8 Third experiment, MIT-BIH Arrhythmia, data file 200.dat
VII.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have compare the results of ECG signal filtered by FIR filter with three windows Kaiser, Hamming
and Hanning. The average power and signal to noise ratio was carried out to study the effect of noise on ECG signal.
Also the adaptive LMS noise cancellation was done Succesfully for 3 different datas from MIT-BIH arrhythmia
database.
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